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DE Modalities 
ECO 

Emergency Conditions Only* Not Requesting 

Hybrid  
  

Online    

Teleclass    

1. Methods of Instruction: 
Asynchronous Discussion 
Synchronous Discussion 
Viewing and Listening to Videos 
Listening to Audio Materials 
Online Activities 
Facilitated Discussions 
Written Assignments 
Community Activities 

Reading Course Materials 
Field Trips 
Multimedia Presentations 
Collaborative Peer/Group Activities 
On-campus Orientation Sessions (hybrid) 
Group Meetings/Review Sessions (hybrid) 
Guest Speakers 
Interactive Activities 

Other - Describe: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. Describe how the methods selected in #1 will allow students to meet the course’s 

learning outcomes: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3. Describe how the methods selected will be presented in an accessible way (Title 5 

§55206). For information about accessibility standards in online classes, see the OEI 
Rubric, Section D: 

 
  

https://onlinenetworkofeducators.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/CVC-OEI-Course-Design-Rubric-rev.2.14.2019.pdf
https://onlinenetworkofeducators.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/CVC-OEI-Course-Design-Rubric-rev.2.14.2019.pdf
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4. Regular and Effective Contact Methods and Examples 

Select the methods below that ensure regular effective contact (REC) will take place among 
students and among students and faculty (Title 5 §55204) by being initiated by the instructor, 
regular and frequent, and meaningful or of an academic nature. Click the drop down for 
method descriptions. 

Announcements 
Discussion Boards 
Q & A Discussion Boards 
Assignment Feedback 
Office Hours / Conferences 
Third-Party Tools 
The Online Course Syllabus 
Email  

5. Other Methods of REC among students and among students and faculty. Please 
describe and provide example(s). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6.  In hybrid or teleclass courses, describe what parts of the course are done face-
to-face and what parts are done online. 

 
 


	HYBRID: HybridNormal
	ONLINE: OnlineECO
	TELECLASS: TeleclassNR
	MOI_asynch: Yes
	MOI_synch: Yes
	MOI_viewlisten: Yes
	MOI_listenaudio: Off
	MOI_OLactivities: Yes
	MOI_facilitdisc: Yes
	MOI_writtenassts: Yes
	MOI_commact: Off
	MOI_otherdesc: Yes
	MOI_readcoursemat: Yes
	MOI_fieldtrips: Off
	MOI_multipresent: Yes
	MOI_collabgrp_acts: Yes
	MOI_oncampusorientation: Off
	MOI_grpmtg_revsess: Yes
	MOI_guestspeakers: Yes
	MOI_interactiveacts: Off
	MOI_Other: Students will develop an interactive Transfer and Articulation plan using TransferUp! statewide system. 
	MOI_SLOs: ARTIC 101 outcomes strive to ensure student literacy in the rules, mechanisms, and standards involved in building robust transfer and articulation (TA). After reading of course materials, synchronous and asynchronous discussion will facilitate student review and reflection on TA standards. Online activities and facilitated discussions will involve evaluation of course TA scenarios. Multimedia presentations will include guest speaker videos and instruction in eLumen TA requirements. Group meeting sessions will be facilitated in-person or on ZOOM for discipline group meetings to create a TA plan. 
	MOI_Accessibility: Heading styles (as opposed to local formatting) will be used consistently in Canvas and other documents to ease navigation for students and screen readers. Lists will be built using the bullet/numbering tool instead of manually. Hyperlinks will be meaningfully defined instead of pasting URLs. Images will have robust captions. Slides will use built-in accessible slide layouts and each slide will have a unique title, and all slide text will be visible in Outline View. Video will be captioned, and spreadsheets will have column and header labels, and will include textual descriptions. Accessibility checkers will be used. 
	REC_Anncmnts: [Both]
	REC_DiscBoards: [Among students]
	REC_QA_DiscBoards: [Among students]
	REC_AsstFdbck: [Both]
	REC_OffcHrsConf: [Among students and faculty]
	REC_3rdPrty: [Both]
	REC_OLSyllabus: [Among students and faculty]
	REC_Email: [Among students and faculty]
	AUTHOR: Letitia Senechal
	COURSEID: ARTIC 101
	TITLE: Introduction to Course Transfer and Articulation
	EFFTERM: [FALL 2020]
	REC_other: Two ZOOM or face-to-face meetings will be scheduled with (faculty) students and their discipline colleagues where they will discuss curricular content, popular transfer programs, and TA mapping priorities. The instructor will be present to facilitate discussion and advance TA objectives in the context of specific disciplinary requirements to actualize TA plans. 
	HYB-TELE_F2F-OL: A significant portion of the course can easily be facilitated online, due to reliance on statewide articulation resources, standards, and systems on the web (70%), additionally, instructional materials will be accessible in the Canvas course, as will be discussion boards for later reference. Unless in ECO operation, face-to-face instruction will take on-campus when the instructor meets with faculty students and their colleagues to build a TA plan. In ECO operation, these meetings would be facilitated on ZOOM. 


